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ABSTRACT 

 

Internal Conflict On Amanat National Party (PAN) On Lampung Province In 

2013 (Case Study Discharge Of Headman Council On Guidance District To 

Abdurachman Sarbini On Amanat National Party) 
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Political party is the tool for public struggles to sit on administration formed from 

the same idelogy. But from the ideology of implemention is not enought for 

change observed in a party. It confirmed that on party have a conflict. It is has a 

case on discharge of headman council on guidance district to Abdurachman 

Sarbini on Amanat National Party Lampung Province. The aim of the research is a 

knowing what is cause a conflict toward soladarity cadre. The teory used in this 

research is public relations teory, negosiation of prinsip teory and identity teory. 

The research used kualitatif method with describtive approach. The result of the 

research refer to the factor couse the conflict on case study discharge of headman 

council on guidance district to Abdurachman Sarbini on Amanat National Party is 

the first there is unbelieve Amanat National Party to leading which have violated, 

the performance for Amanat National Party can’t be applyed with well and the 

promise can’t be real. The second there is no understanding Abdurachman 

Sarbini’s do as headman council on guidance district. The third there is 

importance Abdurachman Sarbini’s  do where Amanat National Party used for get 

a high posisition of child’s Abdurachman Sarbini in the different party. Fourth, a 

bad communication in Amanat National Party. Fifth, there is identity threatened. 

On other hand, the conflict in the research has category as manifest conflict 

(public) anchored and real so that there is a resolving for handle coused and effect 

for this problem. Moreover, the influence of  the conflict toward consolidation 
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party is to create. The good alteration to Amanat National Party becouse to 

become motivasion for try all cadre to change condition to be good. 

 

Key word: a political party, a coused conflict, a form of conflict and influence of 

conflict. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


